REX F TECHNO TIER 2

The Rex tractors deliver a unique combination of performance, functional
features and efficiency, without compromising on look and comfort.
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REX F TECHNO TIER 2

POWER
51, 60

ENGINE
4400 / 4

TRANSMISSION
Mechanical Shuttle

In addition to the new technologies and options available, the Rex F series comes with new Perkins 1004C
(Tier 2) 4 cylinder engines delivering 68 and 81,5 HP/ISO power ratings, and ensuring utmost reliability,
enhanced efficiency, thus providing outstanding performance and torque backup at lower running costs.
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The Rex F range has been completely renovated to provide ultimate performance, improved ergonomics, maximum
comfort and unequalled safety. The renovation work consists in a redesigned cab roof, a tilting hood restyling with
integrated nicely shaped headlights, and a complete re-vamping of the cockpit, where a new and more ergonomic
control layout provides maximum roominess for the operator, thus responding to specialist needs in an increasingly
more professional way. An improved PTO engagement, a more precise adjustment of power lift sensitivity, the
availability of front power lift and PTO as well as new hydraulic options underscore the evolution of this range.

FEATURES
FEATURES
ENGINE

TRANSMISSION

The Landini Orchard range is fitted with
the new Perkins 1104C-44 (75F and
85F), 4 cylinder direct-injection engines
compliant with Tier3 environment
standards. The engine offer high
torque back-up, improved fuel
efficiency, low noise levels and
reduced emissions.
REX 75F & REX 85F
Perkins Tier 3 direct-injection engine :
1104C-44
Max power (kW) : REX 75F (51) REX
85F (60)
Rated speed (rpm) : 2200
Max Torque [Nm]: REX 75F (273) REX
85F (292)
Fuel tank capacity Std+Opt (lt) : 43 +
25

Basic transmission with shuttle and
optional creeper allows
for effortless operation and offer a choice
of specific operations.
REX 75F & REX 85F
STD :
12 Fwd + 12 Rev + Mechanical shuttle
(2WD and 4WD)
OPT:
Creeper

HYDRAULI CS
The mechanical power lift with controls located in
comfortable and ergonomic position on the driver's right,
incorporates all main functions and regulations, offering
maximum comfort and fingertip control of implements.
Equipped with Cat.II three-point linkage the power lift
ensures a maximum lifting capacity of 2600 kg.
Rex 75F & Rex 85F
STD: Position-, draft-, intermix-, and floating control
2600: Standard lifting power (kg)
53/30: Hydraulic pump delivery / Power lift + Steering (ltr)
STD: Cat.II three-point linkage
2:
Auxiliary valves

